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When cells receive external stimuli, they produce intracellular Ca wave and oscillationAbstract of
2+

in a spatio-temporal pattern resulting in various physiological phenomena. In this project,Research

we investigate how the Ca dynamics are involved in basic mechanisms in brainProject
2+

development, growth, differentiation, and also higher neural activity such as neural
plasticity. We plan to analyze 1) the Ca wave and oscillation in neurons and glial cells in a2+

real time scale, 2) the real time visualization of the dynamic movement of functional
molecules in neural cells, 3) the activity-dependent dynamic movement of functional
molecules and cytoskeletal proteins in real time scale during LTP and LTD, 4) the
molecular mechanism of neuralization during morphogenesis.

We discovered IP receptor as a developmentally regulated P400 protein and cloned3

whole cDNA of IP receptor (Nature 1989). We found that it works as a channel by lipid3

bilayer experiments (J.B.C. 1991). We also found that it works as a Ca oscillator (Science2+

1992) and that IP receptor is essential in fertilization (Science 1992), dorso-ventral axis3

formation (Science 1996), neurite extension (Science 1997), coupling with the Ca channel2+

on the plasma membrane (PNAS 1999).
IP receptor deficient mice (Nature 1996) have given an information of the important role3

in higher brain function and neural plasticity (Nature 2000). In addition, we recently
succeeded in solving 3D structure of IP binding domain at 2.2 (Nature 2002). As3 Å

described above, we have a strong background of the research and are intensively working
by leading the IP receptor / Ca signaling research.3

2+
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( )Term of Project Fiscal years 2003-2007 . 5years
FY2003 FY2004 FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 TOTALBudget

20,000 18,600 18,600 17,700 17,700 92,600Allocation

( )in thousand of yen
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